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Dear Family,
Welcome to Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 2nd Grade.  Second grade will be an exciting year, with plenty of new learning opportunities.  For example, your child will have the chance to explore a wider variety of reading material as well as gain exposure to many new math concepts, such as place value and money!  Interesting new topics in science and social studies will keep students engaged in lessons at school as well.  Kids Learn! was designed to help solidify the concepts your child learned in first grade and help your child prepare for the year ahead.  The activities are based on the Common Core State Standards and provide practice with essential skills for the grade level.  Keeping the skills your child learned in first grade sharp while on break from school will help his or her second grade year get off to a great start. Keep these tips in mind as you work with your child through the Kids Learn! book: • Set aside a specific time each day to work on the activities.   • Complete one language arts and one mathematics page each time your child works in the book rather than an entire week’s worth of activity pages at one time.  

 • Keep all practice sessions with your child positive and constructive.  If the mood becomes tense or if either of you gets frustrated, set the book aside and find another time for your child to practice. • Help your child understand each activity and provide guidance as he or she works through each page.  
 • Discuss the activities with your child.  Look for the Talk About It! icon at the end of each activity.  
 • Encourage your child to do his or her best work and compliment the effort that goes into learning.  Celebrate the completion of the activities by filling in the certificate at the end of the book and displaying it in a special place.

Enjoy the time learning with your child during his or her vacation from school. Second grade will be here before you know it!

Welcome to
Kids Learn!
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Things to Do at Home

To Develop Healthy Habits 
 • Be firm and consistent about bedtime every night.  

Use a clock or timer to signal the start of the 

bedtime routine and make sure to turn off the TV 

and other electronics at least 30 minutes before 

bedtime.

 • Set aside a consistent time for homework each 

day.  Designate a quiet area for your child to 

work and provide assistance only when needed.  

 • Work together with your child to create a daily 

schedule, including homework time, playtime, chores, activities, and 

bedtime.  Post the schedule in a visible place as a reference for you and 

your child.

To Practice Reading • Encourage your child to read words he or she knows on food 
packages or in magazines, newspapers, or advertisements.  Allow 
your child to cut out these words and glue them to a sheet of paper, 
thereby creating a personal dictionary. • Write a list of one-step directions for your child to complete over the 
course of the day—for example, Brush your teeth.  Reward your child 
with a sticker or smiley face next to each item that he or she reads 
and completes.

 • Once your child has finished reading a book, have your child retell 
the story in his or her own words.  If necessary, have your child use 
the pictures in the book as clues about what happened.

4:00 Snack
4:30 Piano practice
5:00 Set the table, feed the dog
5:30 Dinner
6:30 Homework and reading time
7:15 Free time  (after homework)7:45 Get ready for bed
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Week 
1 

Semana

1.

 tree trees

4.

 pen pens

2.

 cat cats

5.

 book books

3.

 star stars

6.

 ball balls

Sentence: __________________________________________

A plural noun shows more than one.  Which words are plural?

Week 
1
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More Than One?
Directions: Circle the correct word for each picture.  
Write a sentence using one of the words you circled.



How do you know which fraction goes with each shape?

 1.  ________________________

 2.  ________________________

 3.  ________________________ 

 4.  ________________________

Word Bank
one-half one whole one-quarter one-third

one whole

Week 
1
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Name the Fraction
Directions: Use the Word Bank to name the shaded 
portion of each shape.



Make up sentences that end with a period, a question mark, and an 
exclamation point.

 1.  I love going to the zoo ___________ 

 2.  We always take a snack along ___________ 

 3.  We go see the elephants first ___________ 

 4.  They are huge ___________ 

 5.  The giraffes are my favorite animals ___________ 

 6.  What is your favorite animal ___________ 

 7.  It was a great day ___________ 

 8.  When can we go again ___________ 

!

Week 
1
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Punctuation Station
Directions: Write a period, question mark, or 
exclamation point at the end of each sentence.



What addition number sentence could you make for this problem?

Jamie and Jackson went on a picnic with Dad.  Dad 
put 2 hot dogs on Jamie’s plate and 2 hot dogs on 
Jackson’s plate.  He put one hot dog on his own plate.  
How many hot dogs were on the 3 plates?

 _____________________________________________________

 Jamie’s Plate Jackson’s Plate Dad’s Plate

Week 
1
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Picnic Time!
Directions: Draw pictures to solve the problem.
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Kids Learn! Sight Words 1–300 
is a great app for sight word 
practice and fun!  It's available 
for some devices.

One last thought...

These games will help 
improve your child’s reading. 

Play I’m Thinking Of…
Challenge each other with clues such as “I’m thinking of a fruit that 
starts out as green and turns yellow .”

Play Categories
Have your child find words on signs or packages that fit into a 
category .  The category can be fruits .  Challenge your child to find 
words like banana, apple, and kiwi throughout the store .

Play Find the Food
Spell out foods to challenge each other .  For example, “Find the food 
spelled b-a-g-e-l .”

Play Name That Verb or Adverb
Say a word and have your child tell you if it is a verb or adverb .
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Spelling and 
      Writing Time!
Second graders should be writing every day.  Having a good vocabulary pays off 
throughout life.  Luckily, we live in a world full of words!  This makes building 
vocabulary fun and easy. 

These ideas will help your second 
grader have fun with spelling and writing. 

Stationery
Have your child make get-well, 
birthday, congratulations, and 
sympathy cards for family 
and friends .  Encourage 
your child to add 
artistic touches .
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One last thought...
Capitalize on spelling patterns, even for those tough 
words such as right and light.  If your child makes a 
logical mistake, such as confusing words like wear 
and where, praise the effort.  Then, simply  
point out that sometimes you just have to  
memorize spellings.

Play With Your Food
Combine food and spelling .  Have your child 
make a word with alphabet cereal before 
eating it .  Decorate a cake with words, or 
make words with uncooked macaroni .

Word Art
Practice spelling words with art  
supplies such as string, toothpicks, or 
ribbon—anything that can be reused .  Put 
a collection of items in a plastic bag to keep 
your child busy at a restaurant . 

Spelling Fun
If your child gets a weekly spelling list, have him or her practice each 
word by writing it with crayons, markers, or ropes of clay, or in a box 
of sand or cornmeal .
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Let’s find out who is at the playground today. 

Playground 
Friends

Written by Amelia Edwards 
Illustrated by Holli Conger 



32

Who is at the playground today?
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Britney is on the bars.  



Spending
Saving and 
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Up to You
You make decisions  (dih-SIZH-uhnz) 

every day.  You decide what to wear.  You 
decide what to eat.  When you have money, 
you decide how to spend it.  It is up to you. 

A boy decides what to eat.
A girl decides what to wear.
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The Power to Buy
Money can buy goods .   Goods are 

things you can touch and hold.  Books 
and toys are goods.  Money can also buy 
services  (SUR-vis-iz).  Services are things 
people can do for you.  Cleaning and 
cooking are  services.

A haircut is a service.

Toys are goods.
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